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Taxonomy and Search Patterns for
Enhanced Search and Discovery

Patrick Lambe

Taxonomy alone is limited in what it can do. Search alone is also limited.
Together, they become much smarter. If taxonomy and search are
integrated, they can be very powerful and vastly improve the user
experience. This paper borrows from previous work on search experience
and search patterns, and adds a layer of commentary and examples
connecting these patterns to the interaction between taxonomy and
search.
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PATTERN 1. SEARCH ZONES
1.1 About This Pattern
Zoning of search allows the search administrators to scope the content areas that
will be searched, and define the search rules, depending on the page where the
search is initiated. For example, on Google, a search initiated from Singapore will
return results that are most relevant to Singaporean audiences, first. Within an
enterprise, a search initiated from within a compliance function will search and
return results most relevant to that function.

1.2 Benefits
Search zoning allows the search experience to be customized depending on the
known information about the user, using their starting point to make inferences
about their context and needs. Zoning helps users target their search on specific
content collections that are likely to be most relevant to them. This will improve
search recall and precision. Recall is improved because irrelevant items from other
sections are not included, and precision is improved because the chance of irrelevant
items from other sections surfacing to the top of the result set is reduced.
Search zones can also be used to customize other search patterns (described in the
rest of this report) to particular audiences in a targeted way. For example, a
technical audience may be prompted with auto-suggested technical terms
appropriate to their function. Ranking of results can be changed depending on
where the search is initiated.

1.3 Illustrations
A Google search for “twin towers” initiated from Malaysia will show the Petronas
Twin Towers in Kuala Lumpur at the top of the search results. From the USA, the
same search starts with entries for the World Trade Center in New York and the
September 11 attacks. From Taiwan, the search results have cues in traditional
Mandarin, and an option to switch to results in English.
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The BBC News website helps its users to navigate an extremely rich and dynamic site
by inviting them to focus their searches by explicitly selecting the search zones they
want.

In a property development company, search results from within the Staff Directory
section of the intranet are shown the Expertise taxonomy facet and the Department
metadata filter as the first options shown to staff to help them refine their search
results further. In the General Resources section of the intranet, the first filtering
facets displayed are Business Activities and Document Types.
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1.4 Dependencies
Effective search zoning involves a good understanding of how different user contexts
and different content types drive different search strategies. As with many of the
other search patterns described in this report, it requires a detailed knowledge of
different user needs, and accurate modeling of the most important content types.

1.5 Potential Application
Search zoning can be used to give semi-personalized search experiences to users,
based on what is known about their role, function or interests. For example, tax
auditors might have taxonomy categories and resources pages related to that
function zoned for them. This also involves (a) being able to predict useful content
according to different contexts with some confidence, and (b) being able to design a
starting point for the task that allows specific search zones to be associated with the
search function supporting that task. E.g. search interfaces could be pushed out into
task oriented working environments, and configured to make calls on the central
resource from within staff’s own workspace.
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PATTERN 2. AUTOCOMPLETE/AUTOSUGGEST
2.1 About the Pattern
In autocomplete, a small dropdown box appears as a user types a search query, and
a short list of items appears under the search input box, these items are modified in
real time as the user continues typing.
The user can stop typing and scroll down to select any of the items at any time. The
items can be:
• thesaurus or taxonomy terms that are a close match to what the user has
typed so far – when clicked, the system initiates a search results page for the
associated taxonomy term
• direct links to content (documents or data profiles) whose metadata (e.g.
title, description) contains the term or phrase typed so far – when clicked,
the system brings the user to the document summary page
• a list of popular searches by other users, or by that user, associated with the
term or phrase typed so far – when clicked, the system brings the user to that
search results page.
This functionality can be combined with the contextual information in a given Search
Zone (Pattern 1).

2.2 Benefits
The purpose of autocomplete is to get the user to their intended outcome faster by
predicting what might be useful to them.
Autocomplete gives the user a preview of potential search results even before they
have completed their query. It allows the user to short-circuit the search cycle by
allowing them to go to specific search results or even to the content itself, without
having to review more generic search results pages.
When associated with taxonomy or thesaurus terms, autocomplete also performs a
subtle “convergence” effect, educating the user on the usage of subject terms for
which there are good results, and mitigating errors from poor search queries
(ambiguous, too complex or with misspellings).
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2.3 Illustrations

In the Google example, I have typed the three letters “fed” and Google is suggesting
two previous searches I have conducted beginning with “fed” and two additional
popular searches. Clicking on any of these will launch the search results page for the
terms with me needing to complete the query and click submit.

In the Amazon example, autosuggest in the books department will lead me to search
results pages for terms that appear in book titles.

In Skype, autocomplete shows usernames that contain the typed phrase, but
because the intended outcome in Skype is actually a calling or messaging function, it
also displays previous call groups containing names with the typed text string.
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Autosuggest can also be used to disambiguate close, but distinct concepts for which
there is different information. The BBC weather forecast uses autosuggest in this
way.

In Wikipedia, autosuggest begins with a link to a disambiguation page, and then
suggests pages ranked according to popularity in searches.
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In this example from a property management company, autocomplete in the
Resources zone of the intranet first suggests direct links to two documents that have
the term in their titles, and then provides links to taxonomy terms from a “business
activities” facet containing the term. Clicking on the document links will bring the
user to the document profile, and clicking on the taxonomy topics will bring the user
to a search results page for that topic.

In the same company, autocomplete from a query starting with “design” in the Staff
Directory zone of the intranet works differently. It suggests expertise areas from the
“Expertise” facet of the taxonomy, and also suggests people who have been tagged
with expertise associated with “design”. The context of search changes the way
autocomplete works.

2.4 Dependencies
The effectiveness of autocomplete depends on a good understanding of users’
typical desired outcomes when entering queries. This can be determined from the
context from which the search is being initiated (the interface I am using knows I am
searching for books, or people, or answers), or predictively from popular searches, or
using the user’s own past search query profile.
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Taxonomy can be used productively in autocomplete where there is a variety of
known synonyms or acronyms in use for common concepts in the taxonomy. These
can be captured in a thesaurus, suggested in the drop down box, and if clicked, can
bring the user to the search results page for the associated taxonomy concept.

2.5 Potential Application
In general autocomplete/autosuggest is designed to help users see what controlled
language is available to them, and to nudge users towards greater consistency of
language in conducting search, or in applying taxonomy tags to documents, while
allowing them the flexibility to search on their own terms. When combined with
synonyms this could help to mitigate the diversity of language used in your
organisation.
Combined with search zones, autosuggest can target term suggestions based on the
known functions and contexts of specific users. More technical staff could have
access to more technical vocabularies in the autosuggest rules configured for their
search zones.
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PATTERN 3. BEST BETS
3.1 About This Pattern
For some searches, if you know the query term, then you will be able to determine
the best possible resources to meet the need expressed by that query. In Best Bets
you manually write rules in the search engine to tell it to force-rank certain content
items at the top of a results page for a given query.

3.2 Benefits
This pattern ensures that users will see the most authoritative and helpful resources
first, at the top of a search results page. Best bets can sharpen the quality of search
results and direct users to the most authoritative content to support their work.
Concentrating on, and facilitating frequent queries through best bets can show high
value in terms of user appreciation of search very quickly.

3.3 Illustrations

The BBC website uses “best bets” to prioritize general overview articles for a given
topic at the top of the results page for its general search across all zones of the
website, even if those results are quite dated. Within the news section of the
website, articles are ordered by recency.
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Best bets are often configured on a document level. However, they can also be
configured towards a taxonomy concept – for a given keyword search, the system
can return the “best” results for the nearest taxonomy topic for that search, even if
the taxonomy topic itself was not used – e.g. if a synonym was used.
In a government agency, “procurement” was a complex area with several different
kinds of procurement project, and each project had its own project stages,
templates, and document types. In a search on the intranet for “procurement” (by
keyword or taxonomy search) the search results page showed a link to a
“Procurement Hub” page at the top of the search results. Navigating to this page
allowed the user to conduct a specialized search or browse operation using
procurement facets and categories that would have been too complex to show
general users in the general search interface. However the user is not forced to go to
the Hub. Their search results page shows other procurement-related resources that
treat procurement at a more general level (such as procurement policies).

3.4 Dependencies
Best bets depend on regular review of search logs to determine top queries.
Sometimes the intended target of those queries can be seen in the search analytics
(for example, which items are most frequently clicked through from the search
results page), sometimes understanding the query and what is being sought requires
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some investigative work to determine the best possible resources to be associated
with it.
Taxonomy can support “best bets” by associating a preferred ranked set of search
results to given taxonomy concepts or their synonyms. This is useful if you can
predict from a given taxonomy concept which set of resources would be most useful
to display first. Associating best bets with taxonomy concepts (and their synonyms)
is more scalable than with individual queries since best bets depend on manual rulewriting to associate specific queries with specific resources.

3.5 Potential Application
As the content base grows within your information sharing platforms, best bets will
become more important to direct users quickly towards what is likely to be the most
relevant and useful result for a given query – especially if you are building integrating
resource pages or topic pages to help staff navigate complex knowledge domains.
However it does depend heavily on detailed user knowledge, and on a search engine
with an active search analytics function in place.
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PATTERN 4. FACETED NAVIGATION
4.1 About This Pattern
Faceted navigation allows a user to begin a search with a keyword, and then refine
their search using taxonomy facets as filters. It’s also known as progressive search.

4.2 Benefits
The primary benefit of faceted navigation is that it allows users to reduce their
search results down to a manageable number, based on factors that are of most
interest to them, represented in taxonomy facets. Different users have different
factors of interest, and each taxonomy facet should represent a way of approaching
the content that is of interest to some users and not others. Other metadata
elements such as time period, price or location can also be used as filters.
For example, a factor of interest for some users in buying a car might be whether it is
automatic or manual, for others whether it is diesel, gasoline, hybrid or electric, or
for others whether it is a certain brand. Facets allow users to refine their searches
quickly based on what is important to them and they allow the same interface to
support the needs of multiple types of users.

4.3 Illustrations
Forrester research uses facets and additional metadata to help users navigate its
research products. Results can be refined using metadata elements for date range,
vendor or analyst. Taxonomy facets used as filters include Content Type, Primary
Role, Methodology, Industry, Topics, Market Imperatives, and Region.
Forrester include two usability features in their filters:
1. They only show topics that have content items assigned to them and the tag
itself shows the number of content items present. Topics that exist in a facet
but don’t have content items assigned to them, are not displayed in the
interface. This avoids the problem of “false drops” where a user clicks on a
topic only to find there are no items there.
2. Where a topic list is longer than five items, they only show the top five items,
and add a “Show all” link to indicate to the user that they can expand the list
if they wish. This ensures that all the filters can be readily displayed in the
same window.
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In a good faceted navigation, it should be possible to review the sequence of choices
you have made, and re-expand your search if you find that you have overly narrowed
your preferences and need to expand them again. In the Forrester example below, I
can see the tags I have selected so far (red arrow), and I can remove them by clicking
on the “X” to re-expand my search again.
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It is not always user-friendly to show all the facets and metadata filters at once. In
some cases you may know from user research that some facets are “primary” facets
that users will typically begin their searches with, and some facets are more likely to
be needed only as follow-throughs on the lead facets. The previous choice provides a
context for determining which subsequent facets need to be presented.
On the Artistrising.com website I can browse by a Subject facet or search by
keyword. Once I start searching, for example, with the keyword “horse” other filters
appear: Subject, Medium, Style, Tags, and Color.
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Each decision that is made by the user is taken as input to design the next interface
that would be most appropriate to their decision.
What we know about the user context may also determine which facets and which
facet sequences to present. In a tax agency, “business activities”, “document types”
and “tax types” were important facets to organize and tag the content. However, for
officers in the corporate tax division, “tax types” was not presented to them in their
department home page since “corporate tax” was already understood as a
background filter on what they would see, and only the business activities and
content types that were relevant to corporate tax were presented in their filters.
Users were only exposed to the full set of facets in the general resources search
page.

4.4 Dependencies
Faceted navigation depends on good user needs analysis to identify which facets are
important to which users, in which contexts. This needs analysis will also help to
identify the other metadata elements that can serve as useful filters. Then there is a
need to ensure that content is appropriately tagged with the metadata. You need to
be able to configure which facet-filters are presented to which users in which
contexts. This feature can be combined with Search Zones.
For context-driven presentation of filters (as in a tax agency) or progressive filtering
on the artistrising.com model, where filtering interfaces change as decisions are
made, then the user decision pathways need to be modeled carefully and then
tested iteratively with users to ensure that the interfaces do in fact support the
typical ways they would work and do not overly restrict their choices. Interfaces also
need to record clearly to users the choices they have made, and be reversible, in
case they want to expand or change their search strategy.
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4.5 Potential Application
The diversity of content types, work types and the diversity of users in large complex
organisations requires a faceted approach to taxonomy in support of search. Faceted
navigation and progressive filtering is a natural consequence. There is relatively
limited real estate to display facets or other metadata filters at any given time. There
is an opportunity to combine faceted navigation and progressive filtering with search
zones, to show facets and filters that are likely to be most useful to a given user
depending on their function, starting point, and as they make progressive decisions.
In line with the usability considerations noted above, all filtering decisions need to
be visible to the user and reversible.
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PATTERN 5. RICH SNIPPETS
5.1 About This Pattern
Rich snippets work like index cards that show the key summary information for the
content item in the search results page. They use the webpage markup or metadata
to show the key information elements about the item that will help a user decide
whether that item is worth clicking through to. For example, results for movies may
show the aggregate movie review rating. Results for products may show a small
image along with name, summary description and price.

5.2 Benefits
This pattern is a significant improvement on seeing just “top line” information or the
first few words in a document. It helps users make an informed decision on whether
the item is likely to meet their needs, without forcing them to click through to the
item. It provides a consistent way of presenting summary information about known
content types, and helps users scan a search results page quickly and identify the
items that are most likely to meet their needs. Because the snippet’s information
content is present in standardized content markup or metadata, snippets can be
ported into multiple environments and platforms (such as mobile) in flexible ways.
They can also be customized for certain types of user or environment.

5.3 Illustrations
Rich snippets were introduced by Google in 2009, initially for reviews and people,
then for events and videos. They have become a standard search results
presentation tool for controlled content types. Here are some examples.
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In September 2016, Google released an experimental markup for science datasets,
based on the schema.org/Dataset class. This allows key information about the
dataset to be gathered into a structured markup so that it can be presented in a rich
search snippet to describe any given dataset, without requiring users to navigate to a
dataset site, and try to find all those details by browsing the site. Here is an example
of the basic markup for datasets released by Google:
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https://developers.google.com/search/docs/data-types/datasets

The markup is designed to cover:
• tables or CSV files containing data;
• files in proprietary formats containing data;
• collections of files that together constitute some meaningful dataset;
• structured objects with data in some other format that users might want to
load into a special tool for processing; and
• images capturing the data.

5.4 Dependencies
Rich snippets depend on both user and content analysis. User needs analysis is
required to discover which elements of information would be most useful to most
users in relation to each content type. The snippet (or index card) has limited real
estate, so deciding what goes on it requires careful balancing. The content itself
needs to be modeled to identify the elements of markup or metadata that need to
be present and associated with the content consistently for the snippets to work.
Content modeling is a technique for analyzing the structure and uses of different
content types. It is used to identify salient parts of the content, who uses it and how.
From this, inferences can be drawn about metadata structure, taxonomy facets,
workflows, and search exposure strategies. Because there is effort and
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standardization involved, rich snippets are typically leveraged for well defined and
commonly used content types.

5.5 Potential Application
Search and discovery for documents or other content items is often linked to a need
to access people (e.g. experts in a topic or activity area), systems containing relevant
data, events or discussions related to the topic. Search snippets for people would be
different from search snippets for events or documents or resource pages or
software systems. Each content type would need to be modeled and validated
against user needs to design rich search snippets, and enhance the search
experience.
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PATTERN 6. FROM SEARCH TO ACTION
6.1 About This Pattern
In the “search to action” pattern, action buttons or links are placed in the search
snippet on the results page, so that users can choose to proceed directly to their
intended action without having to navigate to the detail page. Typical actions might
be print, save, bookmark, share, buy, review, watch previews, mark events into our
calendars, email contacts or request access.

6.2 Benefits
Searches are undertaken for a variety of reasons, not all of them simply to access
information. In many cases search is simply a stepping-stone to completion of an
intended action. Often the intended action can be inferred from the nature of the
search, or the context of the search (where the search takes place). For example,
somebody browsing an ecommerce site is very likely to want to buy something. By
accelerating the pathway to an intended action, the search functionality becomes
more useful.
Monitoring the actions taken by users can also provide useful feedback on the
content and layout of rich search snippets (Pattern 5).

6.3 Illustrations
The e-commerce site Alibaba.com has several action items on the rich search
snippet. The user can:
• add an item to a basket and then compare the features of the selected items
in a basket (Compare)
• view similar products in a dropdown set of cards (Similar Products)
• contact the supplier via a message
• open a chat window with the supplier
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Tripadvisor allows users to enter check in and check out dates and check prices for
hotels directly from the rich search snippet.

At Wine.com clicking on the number of stars on the snippet for a reviewed wine will
produce a popup link to the reviews but also an option to immediately provide a
review of the wine.
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In the Staff Directory example shown earlier, each rich snippet for a staff member
has a “Follow” button which allows users to be notified in their newsfeed of all
future posts by that person. In principle, it would be possible to initiate an instant
messaging conversation from this interface as well.

6.4 Dependencies
Rich snippets have limited real estate, as they are still compiled to the search results
page as a search of multiple search results. Effective “search to action” design
depends on having a good understanding of the common and important tasks or
actions that typically follow any major content type, and then facilitating those
actions directly from the search snippet itself. This requires user needs analysis,
testing and monitoring via search analytics to see how many times action buttons
are actually used.
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6.5 Potential Application
Potential actions would vary according to content type. For software systems, an
action might be “Access” which gives access if the user is permitted to, and leads
them to a “request access function” if they do not have permission. Another action
might be “Bookmark” for commonly referenced documents. For people, an action
might be “Contact”, or “See Contributions”, “See Collaborators” or “See topics they
post on”. For documents, actions might be “View”, “Request Access”, “Bookmark”.
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PATTERN 7. SUGGESTIONS / SEARCH EXPANSION
7.1 About This Pattern
Search engines gather a lot of data about associations between people and content,
and between content and content. Frequent associations can be turned into
suggestions. Amazon’s “people who bought this book also bought…” is a good
example. Taxonomies also map relationships between concepts. Apart from
hierarchical parent-child relationships, they can map “related term” (RT)
relationships between terms in the same facet, or across different facets. Hence, if a
term is used in search that has RT relationships then the search engine can also
suggest additional results that may be related to the user’s enquiry.

7.2 Benefits
Whether based on inferences from statistical associations between people and
content, or between content and content, or based on known relationships between
taxonomy concepts, the search suggestion/ search expansion feature can provide an
important discovery function for users, and lead them to useful content that they
had not thought to search for explicitly.

7.3 Illustrations
The Wine.com website shows wines whose details were viewed by other customers
for a given search query. This provides a form of rapid filtering for a long search
results page.
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Alibaba.com’s “Similar products” action tab opens up an indented list of related
products to the one being viewed, based on taxonomy and metadata.

The artistrising.com website shows other works by the relevant artist when you look
at an artwork’s detail page.
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In a land development agency, the taxonomy has “related term” relationships
mapped between Activity Facet: Land reclamation, Document Types Facet:
Hydrodynamic study report, Entity Facet: Marine engineering consultant. This allows
the search engine to give the user the option to expand their search on any one of
those items, to results relating to the other two. This can be very useful where the
people searching for documents tend for example only to think about document
type. The RT relationship will point to resources that have been tagged by other
facets. The same goes for enhancing the quality of tagging – with an RT relationship,
users can be prompted to think of adding other tags that may be relevant to their
resource.

7.4 Dependencies
As with many of the other search patterns described in this report, good suggestions
often depend on a detailed knowledge of different user needs. A good knowledge of
the structure of a domain is also useful, since known conceptual relationships can be
built into the underlying taxonomy or ontology, so that related resources can be
suggested for any given concept.
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7.5 Potential Application
Potential suggestion mechanisms within your organisation might include:
• Which documents or pages are most frequently consulted in the same user
session as the one currently being viewed by a specific user?
• Which users most frequently access this content type/document, and what
other content types/documents do they consult?
• Which users most frequently discuss or cite or comment on this content item,
and what other content items do they discuss?
• Which terms are related in the taxonomy to the terms currently being used in
a search operation, and what are the people, data and content resources
associated with those related terms?
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PATTERN 8. CONTEXT BUILDING
8.1 About This Pattern
Several of the search patterns we have looked at so far depend on the ability to
make inferences about a user’s context and needs and then direct the search in
specific ways. The context building search pattern uses a number of mechanisms to
understand user contexts, often in combination with each other:
•

•

•

•

Query analytics – the search query is analyzed for linguistic features that
indicate the nature of the enquiry so that the search can be narrowed to
specific content types or zones – for example, time/date indicators, question
words (e.g. who/what when), currency markers, place names, etc.
User-supplied choices – the user is invited to identify a task they are engaged
in, or choose specific search zones or content types for their search, or set up
personal preferences
Automatically inferred context – from known user roles or functions, or
search activity history, or rating activity such as “likes” or bookmarks, or
calendared activities.
Contextual mobile search – using time of day, geolocation, social activity.

8.2 Benefits
This pattern abstracts from user needs analysis to reasonable inferences about
common sets of contextual needs. It reduces the burden of user needs analysis in
the field and scales the activity required for analyzing needs to producing
remarkable improvements in targeted search for wider audiences.

8.3 Illustrations
Google uses query analytics to detect currency conversion queries. A query “100 sgd
to usd” automatically produces a rich snippet with today’s information plus
additional information about the exchange rate trends that users might reasonably
be curious about, including a way to get to past exchange rates. This is before the
general results listing, bringing the searcher to a factual answer even before the
search results page loads.
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We saw on the BBC news website that users are asked to identify which area of news
they were most interested in, and narrow down the search zones most relevant to
them, before conducting their query. In Google search, users are able to direct the
same search query towards specific content types, such as maps, images, videos and
news.

In a project management system, when a new project teamsite is set up, the project
type is selected from the taxonomy by the project manager. This allows the system
(using search) to automatically populate the site with the relevant templates,
specialized vocabularies for that project, and previous lessons learnt relating to
projects of that type.
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In the example below, a search engine has detected that an employee has only
recently joined the company. A search for a Minutes of Meeting template produces a
result that is designed to be helpful to new employees.

In a manufacturing facility, lessons learnt from safety incidents relating to plant
equipment are kept on a database, which is linked to an app on employee mobile
devices. Whenever employees are approaching a location where there has been a
previous incident, the system sends them a proactive alert with a message and link
to the details of the safety incident.

8.4 Dependencies
Context-building patterns involve customized search functionalities directed at
specific needs and contexts. Hence the utility of this pattern is limited to contexts
and needs that will scale – where the investment in radically improving search
functionality is matched by the benefits it will bring. This means high frequency or
high impact situations.

8.5 Potential Application
Potential context-building patterns within your organisation might include:
• Query analytics – the search query can be analyzed for linguistic features
that indicate the level of granularity of the query, whether it is a document
level query (e.g. “… report”), a query that indicates a “search zone” of a
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•

•

•

broader topic area (e.g. “clean technology”), or a very broad query that
requires a more traditional browse and faceted filtering interface.
User-supplied choices – the user could be invited to identify a task from a
known list that would usefully help to target the search at content types or
search zones; user roles and department affiliation could be used to produce
custom starting interfaces and starting facets; users could be allowed to save
and re-use common searches (e.g. for common tasks they engage in);
Automatically inferred context – search interfaces could be designed and
configured to be resident within users’ normal workspaces, and to make calls
on the larger content management systems from those workspaces, carrying
with them the known contextual information about that workspace; “likes”
or bookmarks, or previous access requests could be used to make search
expansion suggestions, along with RT related term relationships.
Contextual mobile search – using known organisational activity cycles
associated with specific documents, to tweak the “best bets” – e.g. budget
and work planning cycles to return templates and prior year documents to
the top of search results pages.
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PATTERN 9. HIGHLIGHTING
9.1 About This Pattern
Highlighting is a very simple search pattern where term matches between the query
term and the target content are snipped and highlighted so that the user can see the
keywords in context and make an assessment as to whether the content contains
the relevant information.

9.2 Benefits
This pattern helps users to scan large amounts of content quickly and either (a) make
an assessment on the usefulness of the content or (b) find the most relevant
information within a large content resource very quickly.

9.3 Illustrations
MS Word uses simple highlighting in document search, allowing the user to skip
quickly through all occurences of a term in a document.

Google Books presents snippets containing the search terms highlighted in context,
from any given book, allowing the user to quickly locate a concept, identify the
passage where it is best described, and/or make a decision as to whether to buy the
book.
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9.4 Dependencies
Technically, this is a relatively easy pattern to implement. However from a search
interaction point of view, the sequence of search interactions by content type needs
to be carefully modeled. This pattern works best when there is a large amount of
content to be scanned quickly, so it depends on being able to recognize when a
search query relates specifically to a piece of complex content such as a research
paper or manual or policy document.

9.5 Potential Application
This search pattern is probably most suited to searches relating specifically to
complex documents or research products, to help users determine whether a given
document is relevant to their search needs. In this case, the Google Books strategy of
showing highlighted keywords in context would likely be the most useful.
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PATTERN 10. VISUALIZING RELATIONSHIPS AND
INTENSITY
10.1 About This Pattern
Search results can also be presented as visualizations, and clicking on details in the
search visualizations can lead the user to detailed search results. In a visualization,
proximity, color coding and explicit linkages can be used to suggest related
resources, or display the intensity of resources or activity in an environment.

10.2 Benefits
Visualizations can help users to see interesting associations between resources, or
hotspots of content or activity, or gaps in intensity or coverage, in a way that simple
text-based lists of search results cannot. They are particularly amenable to
supporting browse and discovery on large and complex resource bases, although
they can also be used to generate specific search queries and results.

10.3 Illustrations
In the field of scientometrics Olivier Beauchesne has mapped scientific
collaborations around the world. His visualization shows particular hotspots of
collaboration. This visualization is not linked to search but in principle it could be, if
clicking on any given connection generated a search query. This could produce the
biodata of the collaborators, and the research products of that collaboration.
http://www.openculture.com/2013/08/mapping-scientific-collaboration.html

In 2010, the New York Times published an interactive visualization of collaborations
between directors and actors on movies, based on the IMDB movie database.
Hovering over any of the relationships produces a rich snippet giving the relevant
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movie details, and clicking on the link takes the user to the search result detail page
on IMDB.com. It is particularly effective at calling out the intensity of relationships
between specific players in the movie universe.
http://www.nytimes.com/newsgraphics/2013/09/07/director-star-chart/

Music-map.com allows users to search for an artist and make suggestions: “if you
like this artist you might also like music from … artist”. The closer the artists are to
the search term in the visualization, the more likely it is (based on listening analytics)
that the user will like that music. If you click on any of the other artists in the map, it
will re-orientate itself around the newly selected artist, and will present the newly
suggested artists to explore. This visualization supports a search suggestion pattern,
and is designed to allow an interactive browsing and discovery experience.
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Foamtree by getcarrotsearch.com is a browsable javascript-based treemap
visualization tool that can visualize hierarchies, facets and statistical data to show
intensity of activity or population of content. When connected to a search engine it
can provide innovative and engaging ways to interact with a taxonomy and a
resource base. This visualization could support a faceted navigation search pattern.
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10.4 Dependencies
Data visualization to support search requires information representation skills as
well as proficiency in the various visualization tools, and how to connect them to
search engines to generate search queries.

10.5 Potential Application
Within any organisation, data visualization might be a useful avenue to explore for
visualizing:
• associations between people and datasets, and people and topics
• intensity of population of taxonomy tags by datasets or content (e.g. how
much content for subject topics, industries, institution types etc)
• intensity of use of certain types of content, or of taxonomy tpics or search
queries.
When connected to search, the visualization should allow users to drill down to the
search snippets, the metadata or the content itself behind the visualization.
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